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Abstract
Those working in clinical trials love Excel. It is flexible and can be deployed in a whole host of ways. How many
times do we hear, "I'll put it into Excel"? But it comes with limitations: multiple users, ensuring consistent use, audit
trails are just some of the issues that teams face when using our old friend.
In 2019 Sanofi, with the team from S-cubed, embarked on upgrading their process for managing terminology
standards: moving from Excel to a cloud-based solution. This removed the limitations of Excel and brought
new capabilities such as traceability and impact analysis while also improving the user experience.
This presentation will detail:
•
•
•
•
•

The processes using excel and issues encountered
Process of upgrading
The cloud solution
Identified added-value
Lessons Learnt

The presentation will end with conclusions from the work and the next steps.
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Excel
An Old Friend
o Even with old friends sometimes the truth is
necessary
o Includes relationships, some can be hidden
o Flexible but that can be abused
o Overloaded columns – using columns for
multiple purposes
o Mistakes – unless code is behind the
worksheets then limited ability to check data
o Consistency of content as size increases
o Size limitations
o Single user access
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Excel

Overloaded

Example: SDTM Implementation Guide

Overloaded column, three purposes, Code list
reference (MEDEVAL), a format ISO 8601 and a
fixed value DM

Relationships
One IG
IG

Many Domains
per IG
Domain

Relationships

4

Repeating rows indicating relationships. They are
there but are not defined. We need to be told what
they are in another specification.

Variable
Many Variables
per Domain
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Excel

Relationships

Example: CDISC Terminology

Again, repeating rows indicating
relationships.

Relationships
One Release
CT Release

Many Code Lists
per Release
Code List

Types of Definition

Different row formats indicating different
types of definition. Again, we need a
secondary specification to tell us what
these rows are
5

Code List
item
Many Items per
Code List
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Sanofi Clinical Metadata Landscape
Inherited Process
• Metadata maintained in numerous Excel files
•

Technical limitation
•
•
•

•

Process limitation
•
•
•
•
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no concurrent access
no versioning, no data traceability, no impact analysis, no data lineage, no audit trail
Custom changes for every study, no reusability

Numerous copies in different locations
Manual procedural controls required to maintain integrity
Cumbersome to administer & maintain with increased risks due to lack of automation
Difficult to define & access information transversally
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Sanofi Project
Why do we Collaborate?
Implement a tool to develop and maintain controlled
terminology from Collection to Reporting

Key attributes
CUSTOMIZABLE

CHANGE REQUEST MANAGEMENT

OBJECT INHERITANCE

IMPACT ANALYSIS

VERSIONING STANDARDS

INTEGRATION TO SANOFI CLINICAL TRIALS TOOLS
(API ACCESS)
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Process of Upgrading
Overview
Cloud-based
System

Export of content without
disruption to existing
process

Load of existing content

Curation of content
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Process of Upgrading
Base Content - CDISC
Cloud-based
System

Export of content without
disruption to existing
process

Load of existing content
CDISC CT LOAD

All CDISC CT loaded as part
of the standard product.
Contains every version back
to 2007. New versions loaded
as part of the service

Curation of content
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Process of Upgrading
Base Content - Sanofi
Cloud-based
System

Export of content without
disruption to existing
process

Load of existing content
Sanofi CT LOAD

Sanofi CT loaded as part of the project as one
one-off exercise. Two versions loaded and
stored as differences. Alignment with CDISC
terminology took place, inconsitencies
corrected and necessary linking where
sponsor code lists are extension, subsets etc.
10

Curation of content
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Process of Upgrading
Curation of Content
Cloud-based
System

Export of content without
disruption to existing
process

Load of existing content

Content Curation

Curation of content

Cloud system allows multple users to
curate content. Version managed
with traceability and workflow
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Process of Upgrading
Integration with Existing Processes
Cloud-based
System

Export Content

Export of any content held by the
system to integrate with existing
processes. Exports were configured
as part of setup process

Export of content without
disruption to existing
process

Load of existing content

Curation of content
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Project Approach
Agile
o We use the Agile methodology internally for the
actual software development
o We applied similar principles to the delivery project
o Delivered several versions based on discussions
with Sanofi
o Feedback guided subsequent development of new
features and improvements
o Requests were always evaluated against generic
industry needs. We build a single version for all
customers.
o There are no customer specials other than
configuration or using reports than can be loaded
into the system
13
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CT Releases and Code Lists
Pool of Code Lists

Freedom To Select

Multiple CTs To Meet Business Need

Allow for multiple Controlled
Terminologies (CT) each with multiple
versions

Sponsor
CT A
Vn

Sponsor
CT B
Vn

Each CT can select Code Lists from those
defined by the sponsor and/or CDISC

CL C
V1
CL B
V1
Version Managed

Each Code List is version
managed.

CL 1
V1

CL B
V2

CL 2
V1
CL A
V1

CL 1
V2
CL E
V1

CL 2
V3
CL 3
V1

CL B
V3
CL A
V2

CL 2
V2
CDISC
CT Vn
CL 4
V1

CL D
V1
Differences

CTs are stored as differences
including the CDISC CT
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Features
Range of CT Management Capability
CDISC Code Lists

Provide access to all CDISC
CT Content:
•
•
•

Browse content
View changes
View differences

Sponsor Code Lists

Extensions

Allow for CDISC Code Lists to
be extended with new terms

Subsets

Allow for subsets of CDISC and
Sponsor Code Lists to be
managed

Support Sponsor Code Lists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rank and Ordering

Sponsor definitions
Reference CDISC CT terms
as needed
Browse content
View changes
View differences
Perform impact analysis
Upgrade
Import from Excel

Ability to set a rank and order
code lists

Better Screen Shot
Here

CT Release Management

Support creation and
maintenance of CT releases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Browse
Create
Edit
Perform impact Analysis
Upgrade
Compare & differences
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Features
Impact Analysis and Upgrade
Imapct Analysis

See when an a newer version
of item’s dependencies exists
and see the impact of those
newer versions

Auto Upgrade

Easily update an item’s
dependencies to a latter
version when those
dependencies have been
updated
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Added Value
Sanofi Feedback
Quality

Customers
•

•

Better collaboration between
standards models stakeholders and
between study teams and data
governance

•

Better Compliance to HA requirements

•

Better quality control and audit
capabilities

Decrease the number of files manually
generated and maintained by
collaborators

Knowledge
•

Capitalization on study specific metadata
for search and re-use

•

Better Decision making: enables data
profiling and integration

Saving / ROI
•

Resources and time reduction: simplify
processes to manage standards and study
level metadata and reduce the current
large number of procedural controls

•

Document re-use capabilities will allow to
produce the needed documentation in
most effective way
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Lessons Learnt
•

We love Excel … but we can let go

•

Collaboration and the agile approach has been beneficial. It has allowed both sides to
learn:
•
•

•

Code List versions and the single pool are an important part of the solution
•
•
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Sanofi about structure of the definitions
S-cubed about business needs and constraints

Provides for finer level of control
Use only what is needed

•

Can be integrated into existing processes without disruption

•

And, as always, there is more work to do
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Q&A
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